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Abstract. We propose a new post-editing method for statistical ma-
chine translation. The method acquires translation rules automatically
as translation knowledge from a parallel corpus without depending on lin-
guistic tools. The translation rules, which are acquired based on Intuitive
Common Parts Continuum (ICPC), can deal with the correspondence
of the global structure of a source sentence and that of a target sentence
without requiring linguistic tools. Moreover, it generates better trans-
lation results by application of translation rules to translation results
obtained through statistical machine translation. The experimentally ob-
tained results underscore the effectiveness of applying the translation
rules for statistical machine translation.

Keywords: Linguistic knowledge, learning method, machine transla-
tion, parallel corpus

1 Introduction

For statistical machine translation (SMT), various methods have been proposed.
The salient advantage of SMT is that it can process various languages using only
a parallel corpus[1,2,3,4]. However, it is difficult for SMT to address the global
structure of a sentence because it is based only on the correspondence of local
parts, which have adjacent words between the source sentence and the target
sentence. To overcome this shortcoming, in SMT, linguistic tools are used in
most cases (i.e., POS tagger, parser)[5,6,7]. Those tools are effective for correct
analysis of the global structure of a sentence, but it is difficult to translate
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various languages because few languages have those linguistic tools. Moreover, in
previous works of post-editing for MT, various linguistic tools (i.e., a dictionary,
parser) have been used[8][9].

Therefore, we propose a new post-editing method for SMT. Our method ac-
quires translation rules as translation knowledge, which can process the global
structure of sentence solely from a parallel corpus without the linguistic tools.
The translation rules are acquired by recursively determining the common parts
between two parallel sentences using determination processes of Intuitive
Common Parts Continuum (ICPC)[10][11]. The parallel sentence represents a
pair of a source sentence and target sentence. Moreover, ICPC-based method ap-
plies the acquired translation rules to the translation results obtained by SMT.
Results show that ICPC-based method, which uses only a parallel corpus, can
generate better translation results particularly addressing the global structure of
a sentence. Experimentally obtained results using automatic evaluation metrics
(i.e., BLEU[12], NIST[13] and APAC[14]) show that the scores produced using
ICPC-based method were superior to those obtained using SMT. These results
demonstrate the effectiveness of ICPC-based post-editing method.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Outline

Figure 1 presents the outline of our method. Our method automatically performs
post-editing of the translation results obtained using Phrase-Based Statistical
MachineTranslation (PBMT)[3][4]. The PBMT generates the translation model
using a parallel corpus. Then it translates the source sentences in the evaluation
data. However, in global correspondence between the source sentence and the
target sentence, those translation results are insufficient.

Our method acquires translation rules automatically as translation knowledge
from a parallel corpus using the determination process of Intuitive Common
Parts Continuum (ICPC). Moreover, the conclusive translation results are gen-
erated by combining the translation results obtained using PBMT with the ac-
quired translation rules for the source sentences in the evaluation data. The
ICPC-based method is effective at addressing global correspondence between
the source sentence and the target sentence using the translation rules.

2.2 Acquisition of Translation Rules Based on ICPC

The translation rules are acquired using common parts between two parallel sen-
tences by the determination process of ICPC. Figure 2 depicts an example of
acquisition of translation rule in English-to-Japanese parallel sentences. First,
ICPC-based method selects two parallel sentences from the parallel corpus for
learning. In Fig. 2, two parallel sentences “(Do you have any liquor or cigarettes
? ; o sake ka tabako wo o mochi desu ka1?)” and “(Do you have any fruits or

1 Italic indicates the Japanese pronunciation.
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Fig. 1. Outline of our method.

vegetables ? ; kudamono ka yasai wo o mochi desu ka ?)” are selected from the
parallel corpus. The ICPC-based method determines “Do you have any”, “or”
and “?” as the common parts of the two English sentences, and “ka” and “wo
o mochi desu ka ?” as the common parts between two Japanese sentences. The
different parts are replaced with the variable “@0”. Consequently, “(Do you have
any @0 or @1 ? ; @0 ka @1 wo o mochi desu ka ?)” is acquired as the translation
rule. This translation rule corresponds to translation knowledge, which indicates
the global structure in two parallel sentences. Moreover, it indicates the corre-
spondence between the global structure of the source sentence “Do you have any
... or ... ?” and that of the target sentence “... ka ... wo o mochi desu ka ?”.

(1) Selection of two parallel sentences

Do you have any liquor or cigarettes ? ; o sake ka tabako wo o mochi desu ka ?  

Do you have any fruits or vegetables ? ; kudamono ka yasai wo o mochi desu ka ?  

(2) Extraction of common part

Common parts: ( Do you have any @0 or @1 ? ; @0 ka @1 wo o mochi desu ka ? )

Fig. 2. Example of translation rule acquisition.
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2.3 Application of Translation Rules to Translation Results
Obtained Using PBMT

Details of processes using the ICPC-based method are presented below.

(1) The ICPC-based method selects one source sentence from evaluation data
and one translation result, which corresponds to the selected source sentence,
from the translation results obtained using PBMT.

(2) The ICPC-based method compares the selected source sentence with the
source sentence of each translation rule. Then it obtains the translation
rules which can fit the source sentence. The translation result obtained using
PBMT becomes the conclusive translation result when it cannot obtain any
translation rules.

(3) The ICPC-based method calculates similarity based on word-matching be-
tween the translation result obtained using PBMT and the target sentence of
the selected translation rule. The similarity is less than 1.0. The translation
result obtained using PBMT becomes the conclusive translation result when
it cannot obtain any translation rule for which the similarity is equal to or
greater than threshold 0.4.

(4) The ICPC-based method determines the part, which corresponds to the vari-
able in the target sentence of the translation rule, from the translation result.
Moreover, it generates the definitive translation result replacing the variable
in the target sentence of the translation rule with the corresponding part in
the translation result obtained using PBMT.

Figure 3 depicts an example of generation of the conclusive translation result
applying a translation rule. First, ICPC-based method selects “Where is the bus
stop for the city center ?” as one source sentence from the evaluation data and
“shinai busu no noriba wa doko kara demasu ka ?” as the corresponding transla-
tion result from the translation results obtained using PBMT. This translation
result is the broken Japanese sentence because it corresponds to “Where does
the bus stop for the city center leave?” in English. Next, ICPC-based method
compares “Where is the bus stop for the city center ?” with “Where is @0 ?”,
which is the source sentence of the translation rule “(Where is @0 ? ; @0 wa
doko desu ka ?)”. This translation rule can be fit to the source sentence “Where
is the bus stop for the city center ?” because “Where is” and “?”, which are all
parts except variable “@0”, are included in the source sentence.

In between the translation result of PBMT “shinai basu no noriba wa doko
kara demasu ka ?” and the target sentence of the translation rule “@0 wa doko
desu ka ?”, the similarity is 0.4 because the word number of the translation
result is 10. Also, the word number of the matching-words is 4. Therefore, the
translation rule “(Where is @0 ? ; @0 wa doko desu ka ?)” is used as the effective
translation rule for generation of the conclusive translation result. The target
sentence of translation rule “@0 wa doko desu ka ?” possesses the global structure
of the correct sentence “shinai busu no noriba wa doko desu ka ?”.

The ICPC-based method determines the part in the translation result which
corresponds to the variable “@0” in the target sentence of the translation rule. In
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(1) Selection of pair of source sentence and corresponding translation result by PBMT

Where is the bus stop for the city center ? ; shinai basu no noriba wa doko kara demasu ka ? 

(2) Selection of translation rule

Translation rule: ( Where is @0 ? ; @0 wa doko desu ka ? )

(3) Calculation of similarity between translation result by PBMT and target sentence of 
selected translation rule

Translation result by PBMT:  shinai basu no noriba wa doko kara demasu ka ?

Target sentence of selected translation rule:  @0 wa doko desu ka ?

(4) Generation of conclusive translation result

Translation result by PBMT:  shinai basu no noriba wa doko kara demasu ka ?

Target sentence of selected translation rule:  @0 wa doko desu ka ?

Conclusive translation result:  shinai basu no noriba wa doko desu ka ?

similarity = 4/10 = 0.4  ≧ 0.4

Fig. 3. Example of generation of the conclusive translation result applying a translation
rule.

between the translation result “shinai basu no noriba wa doko kara demasu ka ?”
and the target sentence of the translation rule “@0 wa doko desu ka ?”, “shinai
basu no noriba” is determined as the part which corresponds to the variable “@0”
by the order of appearance of the common parts and different parts. The variable
“@0” in the target sentence of the translation rule is replaced with “shinai basu
no noriba”. Therefore, “shinai basu no noriba wa doko desu ka ?” is obtained as
the correct translation result.

The translation rules, which are acquired using the determination process of
ICPC, can deal with the global structure of sentence. Namely, they are useful as
a framework for both the source sentences and the target sentences. As a result,
ICPC-based method can generate these high-quality translation results obtained
using only the parallel corpus with no linguistic tools.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Procedure

We used English-to-Japanese travel conversation as the parallel corpus. The
number of English-to-Japanese parallel sentences for learning is 1,200. The
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English sentences used as the evaluation data are 510. These English-to-Japanese
parallel sentences were taken from 10 textbooks for Japanese travelers. The
PBMT used 1,200 English-to-Japanese parallel sentences as the learning data,
and obtained 510 Japanese translation results for 510 English sentences. In our
method, the translation rules were acquired from 1,200 English-to-Japanese par-
allel sentences using the ICPC determination process. Moreover, ICPC-based
method generated 510 Japanese sentences as the conclusive translation results.
In PBMT, we used GIZA++[15] as the word alignment model, SRILM[16] as
the language model and moses[17] as the translation engine. We compared the
translation quality of ICPC-based method with those obtained using PBMT
using BLEU, NIST, and APAC as the automatic evaluation metrics. In this
case, these metrics use one reference. The APAC indicated high correlation
with human judgment among some metrics in WMT2014 when translating from
English[14].

3.2 Experimental Results

Table 1 presents scores in the automatic evaluation metrics of ICPC-based
method and PBMT. Table 2 exhibits examples of the translation results ob-
tained using ICPC-based method and those from PBMT.

Table 1. Scores for the automatic evaluation metrics.

method BLEU NIST APAC

PBMT 0.0646 1.3832 0.2539
ICPC-based method 0.0635 1.3908 0.2546

Table 2. Examples of translation results.

translation result
source sentence

PBMT ICPC-based method

Is this Mr. Brown ? kore wa Mr. Brown ka ? kore wa Mr. Brown desu ka ?
Is this Ms. Brown ? kore wa Ms. Brown ka ? kore wa Ms. Brown desu ka ?

o namae de English o namae de English
May I speak in English ?

mo ii desu ka ? te mo ii desu ka ?

3.3 Discussion

Table 1 shows that the scores of NIST and APAC in ICPC-based method are
higher than those in PBMT. The BLEU score in the ICPC-based method is
lower than that only in PBMT. The reason is that BLEU might be insufficient
in two languages for which the structure of source sentence is grammatically
different from that of the target sentence[18].

In Table 2, the translation results of PBMT alone are insufficient in the source
sentences “Is this Mr. Brown ?” and “Is this Ms. Brown ?” because “desu” is
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not included in the Japanese translation results. The Japanese word “desu” is
an extremely important word in this translation result. It corresponds to “is” in
English. The translation results of ICPC-based method “kore waMr. Brown desu
ka ?” and “kore wa Ms. Brown desu ka ?” are almost correct. However, “kore
wa”, which corresponds to “this” in English, should be removed from Japanese
sentences in telephone conversation scenarios.

Moreover, regarding the source sentence “May I speak in English ?”, both
the translation result only of PBMT and ICPC-based method are insufficient
because “o namae de English” is broken as Japanese. However, the translation
result of ICPC-based method “o namae de English te mo ii desu ka ?” is better
than that of PBMT “o namae de English mo ii desu ka ?” because “te” is
included in the translation result of the ICPC-based method: “te mo ii desu ka
? ” corresponds to “May I” in English. The ICPC-based method can generate the
translation result “o namae de English te mo ii desu ka ?” using the translation
rule “(May I @0 ? ; @0 te mo ii desu ka ?)”. This translation rule is useful as
a frame for the source sentence “May I speak in English ?”. Therefore, ICPC-
based method produced better translation results “o namae de English te mo
ii desu ka ?” using the translation rule “(May I @0 ? ; @0 te mo ii desu ka ?)”,
which can accommodate the global structure of sentence.

The translation results that were improved using the translation rules were 17
among all 510 translation results. The number of the effective translation rules
acquired by the determination process of ICPC was insufficient, although about
2,000 translation rules were acquired. The ICPC-based method must acquire the
translation rules efficiently from a parallel corpus. For example, it is effective to
use the statistical information when acquiring effective translation rules. The
scores of the evaluation metrics improve by increasing the effective translation
rules in ICPC-based method.

4 Conclusion

As described herein, we propose a new post-editing method that uses translation
rules acquired by the ICPC determination process. The ICPC-based method can
process the global structure of sentences using the acquired translation rules only
from a parallel corpus with no linguistic tools. Therefore, ICPC-based method is
effective for the various languages. Future studies are expected to improve ICPC-
based method to acquire more translation rules using statistical information, and
to perform the evaluation results using the various languages.
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